BE A BETTER SOCCER PLAYER IN TWO WEEKS

SO YOU WANT TO BE A SOCCER PLAYER?

Introduction
This ebook has been written with one goal in mind: To make you a
better soccer player! This ebook will show you how you can make a
marked improvement in your soccer skills in only two weeks. All you
need is the desire!
This ebook contains all the information that you need to become a
better soccer player in two weeks. Whether you play AYSO, Club,
Travel, High School or above, this guide can make you a more
confident soccer player.
The only thing that I ask of you is to give it 110% to all of the drills
and read the accompanying information.
Becoming a great soccer player is a long process, and donʼt get me wrong, it will be tough.
This guide is merely meant to give you a kick start and point you in the right direction. The
guide focuses on what we at Beast Mode Soccer believe to be the most important base of all
soccer training- great technique. In our footwork program you will touch the ball over a
thousand times, and they are QUALITY touches.
As I said before, all we ask from you is the commitment! A college level soccer player puts in
an average of three hours of work a day. For the top level players, thatʼs not enough. They
stay around after practice and play with the ball on their own. Itʼs a known fact that when at
Manchester United, David Beckham stayed after practice for one hour every day, just taking
free kicks... he was not born with an insanely gifted right foot, he cultured it to what it has
become. If you read about almost any top class athlete, they all say the same about their
childhood- the thing they remember the most is playing that sport. Marta remembers playing
soccer with the boys, Messi remembers kicking a ball around breaking things in his house
and his mother getting mad! They all have an incredible work ethic!

BEAST MODE SOCCER

The Era of Greatness
We are in a fantastic era for soccer. World class players are scattered around the top leagues, and
the players are better than ever. Todayʼs players are technically skilled, faster, stronger, quicker,
smarter and mentally tough. The best players excel in one position but are capable of playing in any.
They understand the game better than ever, but what makes them better than the rest? Is it innate
qualities? Natural talent?
The debate rages on, but every piece of research points in one direction... every soccer player at the
elite level has put an enormous amount of hard work to get to where they are. Whether itʼs playing
street soccer for hours on end, getting to practice an hour early and leaving an hour late, throughout
their lives they have just WORKED HARDER than the next person, and they all agree, this is why
they have reached the pinnacle. Innate talent only takes you so far.

TECHNICAL SOCCER DEVELOPMENT
This two-week program focuses on three of the technical soccer development building
blocks: ball manipulation, dribbling and passing.
If you follow the plan, I guarantee that you will become a better player in two weeks. Itʼs
literally impossible to fail! All you need is a ball, some cones, and a wall... oh and a great
work ethic!

Dribbling
Start taking the ball EVERYWHERE with you, and I mean
everywhere! Dribble the ball around your house, dribble the ball
between classes. The only thing you need is a ball... you donʼt need
your shin guards, cones, full uniform... just a ball. Going to make a
sandwich at home? Take your ball with you! If you start doing this
along with the drills that we have included in this book, you will
become more comfortable with the ball in no time!

Ball Control
Juggle a tennis ball, yes, a tennis ball. Do this every day, keep track
of your record, and try to beat that record by two as the days pass.
You will soon be able to competently control the tennis ball in the air...
then that size 5 will be a breeze! Do not forget to alternate your feet,
using your right and left. If you can use both feet as a soccer player,
you are a dual threat! Again, do the juggling alongside our ball
manipulation exercises.

Passing
Our passing exercises are a great way for you to not only get better at
passing, but also to help you develop a great first touch! Following
these exercises you will touch the ball thousands of times a day... and
guess what? Every time you touch a ball, you get better!

WEEK 1

WEEK 1
Each drill is done every day of the week, remember, there is no off season in soccer!
BALL MANIPULATION
Every session starts with your regular warm up. After that you get straight into juggling, itʼs part of your warm up.
5 minutes with a tennis ball (both feet)
5 minutes with a size 1 ball (both feet)
5 minutes with a size 5 ball (left foot only)
Record your highest every day.

BALL MANIPULATION FOOTWORK DRILLS PHASE 1
100 BMS Toe Taps
100 BMS Bells
100 Sticky Tapes
100 Pull Back-Pushes
100 Pull Back Pushes Behind
100 Rolls
26 Step Over Touches
150 Brazilian Toe Taps
25 Snakes
25 Sekans
100 Cruyffs
With all of the above you will be using both feet. For a video showing specific movements go here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCFsyvrcNTY

DRIBBLING
Basic Cone Dribbling
Left foot only
Inside foot only
Outside foot only
Left foot rolls
Right foot rolls
Repeat 10 times with a tennis ball
Repeat 10 times with a size 1 ball
Repeat 10 times with a size 5 ball

Cross Dribbling
Left foot only
Inside foot only
Outside foot only
Left foot rolls
Right foot rolls
Repeat 10 times with a tennis ball
Repeat 10 times with a size 1 ball
Repeat 10 times with a size 5 ball
Sprint dribble, inside cut, Ronaldo turn, outside cut

Change of Direction Dribbling
Left foot only
Inside foot only
Outside foot only
Left foot rolls
Right foot rolls
3, 90-second sets with a tennis ball
3, 90-second sets with a size 1 ball
3, 90-second sets with a size 5 ball
Change direction with EVERY touch

PASSING
Wall PassingRight and left foot only- Really focus on the left foot.
This is the best way to develop your left foot touch...
just knocking the ball back and forth.

1.) Approx. 5 yards away from the wall, push pass the ball to the wall, receive with opposite foot. Repeat this, focusing on
the first touch. Your first touch should always be into space.
FOR ALL OF THESE START BY USING YOUR INSTEP TO CONTROL WITH, THEN THE OUTSIDE OF
YOUR FOOT (BRAZILIAN STYLE) AND YOUR SOLE.
2.) Repeat the above, this time about 15 yards away from the wall. Vary the speed that you pass the ball with. TEST
YOURSELF.
3.) Approx. 20 yards away from the wall, start doing some driven passes into the wall. Really test your first touch. Rip the
ball 100 times until your first touch allows you to comfortably control the ball.
4.) Chip and lofted pass, again against the wall. Start controlling the ball with different surfaces; chest, thigh etc.

WEEK 2

WEEK 2
Again, each drill is done every day of the week!
BALL MANIPULATION
Every session starts with your regular warm up. After that you get straight into juggling, itʼs part of your warm up.
5 minutes with a tennis ball (both feet)
5 minutes with a size 1 ball (both feet)
5 minutes with a size 5 ball (left foot only)
Record your highest every day.

BALL MANIPULATION FOOTWORK DRILLS PHASE 2
ADD THIS ON TO PHASE 1 TO MAXIMIZE GOOD QUALITY TOUCHES!
50 Fluid Bells
50 Fake Cruyff
50 Stop-Go-Go
50 Stop-Go-Ronaldo
50 Rabanha
50 Best
50 Roll and Go
50 DiMartinoʼs
With all of the above you will be using both feet. For a video showing specific movements go here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2LzGfgAK5s

DRIBBLING
Messi Dribbling
Left foot only
Inside foot only
Outside foot only
Repeat 3 times with a tennis ball
Repeat 3 times with a size 1 ball
Repeat 3 times with a size 5 ball
Place about 20 cones randomly about 20 yards from goal.
Perform 50 touches at speed, quick changes of directions,
step overs, scissors, Bests, Matthews etc etc. On the 50th
touch, burst out of the grid at top speed and slot the ball into
one of the corners of the goal.

Messi Dribbling 2
Left foot only
Inside foot only
Outside foot only
Repeat 3 times with a tennis ball
Repeat 3 times with a size 1 ball
Repeat 3 times with a size 5 ball
Place about 20 cones randomly about 20 yards from goal and
repeat about 15 yards away. Perform 50 touches at speed, quick
changes of directions etc etc. On the 50th touch, burst out of the
grid and head to the second grid, make sure your third touch out
of the first grid is light and controlled. Make another 30 touches,
burst out and shoot into the corner.

2 Ball Touches
Get 2 balls, and set 4 cones in 5x20 yard grid
ʻBaby touchʼ the balls with your laces at a good pace
controlling the balls all the time. Take a touch every step.
Repeat 5 times with a tennis ball
Repeat 5 times with a size 1 ball
Repeat 5 times with a size 5 ball
Good quality touches every time.

2 Ball Dribbling
Get 2 balls, and set 4 cones in 5x50 yard grid
This is where it gets hard. Run at 80% speed with both balls
at your feet. The goal is to keep them both in the 5 yard width
of your grid. Its tough but gets easier as time goes by!
Repeat 5 times with a tennis ball
Repeat 5 times with a size 1 ball
Repeat 5 times with a size 5 ball
Good quality touches every time.

PASSING

Wall PassingRight to Left foot- Really focus on the left foot. This is the best
way to develop your left foot touch... just knocking the ball
back and forth.

Approx. 10 yards away from the wall start drill passing the ball. This does two things:
-increases your reaction times
-forces you to make difficult left and right foot traps.
Drill the ball with your right, control with your left and vice versa.
You literally need to do hundreds of these every day! No matter what phase youʼre on, try to do at least 30
minutes of this alone everyday- do you want it bad enough?
Start chipping and lofted passes with both feet. Focus purely on technique, not power... get these basics down and you
will be an awesome player!

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR SUCCESS. JUST TICK THE BOXES EVERYDAY AFTER YOU
HAVE COMPLETED THE FOOTWORK!

DAY
100 BMS Toe Taps
100 BMS Bells
100 Sticky Tapes
100 Pull Back Pushes
100 Pull Back Push
Behind
100 Rolls
30 Step Over Touches
150 Brazilian Toe Taps
30 Snakes
30 Sekans
30 Cruyffs
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KEEP TRACK OF YOUR SUCCESS. JUST TICK THE BOXES EVERYDAY AFTER YOU
HAVE COMPLETED THE FOOTWORK!
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50 Fluid Bells
50 Fake Cruyff
50 Stop-Go-Go
50 Stop-Go-Ronaldo
50 Rabanha
50 Best
50 Roll and Go
50 DiMartinoʼs

Week 2ʼs drills are to be added on to week 1. This means you will be getting at least
2160 QUALITY touches a day, and that does not even include the juggling, dribbling or
wall passing exercises!

I know you found this free training guide
helpful and motivating. If you are ready to
take your game to the next level and really
want to separate yourself from the
competition, register early for the Beast
Mode Soccer Distance Learning DVD and
get a discount when it is released!
http://www.beastmodesoccer.com/dvdinformation-page.html

About the author
David Copeland-Smithʼs approach to coaching is fresh and
vibrant, his methods and philosophy are such that all the players
and teams that he works with show immeasurable improvement.
He has travelled to top European and US clubs in order to learn,
share and offer the latest and most innovative training.
His private Beast Mode Soccer 1 on 1 sessions are extremely
sought after. His schedule is limited while he works to develop
young up-and-coming talent. Soccer clubs hire David to develop
both their players and coaches. His coaching ability and
philosophy aims at improving their technical ability while
increasing their understanding of the game.
David started coaching at the age of 16 and immediately strove to obtain his coaching qualifications.
By the age of 30 David was a European UEFA ʻAʼ License Coach, and an English FA Certified Soccer
Fitness Instructor, working with various professional and semi professional clubs in the United States.
David has played his part in developing some great Youth International, and Full International players,
and other talented players who have gone on to play at the Collegiate, Semi-Professional and
Professional level.
One of Davidʼs current protégé's, two time WPS Champion Ali Riley, who he works with up to six
times a week now plays for the Womenʼs Professional Soccer side, WNY Flash, having won ʻRookie
of the Yearʼ her first season in the league. She is also part of the New Zealand National team, and
has represented NZ at two World Cupʼs, one Olympics and a u20 World Cup- all of this by the age of
23.
She has excelled, and her technical ability is proof that Davidʼs 1 on 1 methods are extremely
successful at the highest level.
The main strength of David's program is that it can be adapted to suit all levels. Read through this
book and you can see some of the philosophies and strategies that are guaranteed to make ANY
player better, and why current clients pay up to $200 an hour for his services!
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